INTRODUCTION
All too often, women who have fought for access to the legal professions and worked with law for gender justice are written out of legal history.
1 Changes in law and the legal system are not always attributed to women's movements, but are told as tales of inevitable human (read: men's) progress. For instance, a recent campaign has led to the introduction of a statue of Millicent Fawcett into Parliament Square, 12 and a central feature of Vote 100 is adding women's parliamentary portraits to Portcullis House. 13 However, while there is a growing body of research on women's legal history, there has been little academic attention paid to the visual representation of women in law and legal history, and the role this plays in shaping the relationship between gender, law, and the legal professions. 
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Scholarship on law and visual culture, and on law and art specifically, recognises that the image is a powerful way to manage perceptions, to organise politics, and to (re)produce stereotypes and power hierarchies. 15 For example, Linda Mulcahy argues that in 19 th century fine art women are represented as outsiders to law, reinforcing their limited participation in the public sphere and the masculinity of legal arenas. 16 Portraiture in particular is a key mode by which the values, attributes and power hierarchies of law -including gender, race, and class -are represented and reinforced.
17 And yet, while there is a wealth of work on state and institutional portraiture, there are few art histories of portraiture of the legal professions. 18 It is important to critique the representations of 6 lawyers and law in portraiture which contribute to maintaining gendered inequalities, as well as to explore ways of disrupting the dominant gendered visual order.
Part one of the article argues why portraits of women in law are an important means by which to challenge men's dominance in law and the legal profession, and why, in particular, UK law schools are a significant exhibition site. In light of this, part two provides a snapshot of the portraits that are hung on university and law school walls, finding that men and masculine authority dominate. In the final part of the article, the Inspirational Women of the Law exhibition, a permanent display at Newcastle Law School directed by me and Kathryn Hollingsworth, 19 is analysed as a way to address the visual under-representation of women in law, and more generally the homogeneity of portraiture in law which reflects the historical and contemporary prominence of privileged white men. 20 While the focus is on women, it is only possible to talk about representing women if the diversity of women's backgrounds, lives, and experiences of oppression is paid attention to, and so we ensured the exhibition portrays women from Black and minority ethnic backgrounds, women from different generations, and women who work with law in different ways. It is argued that portraits of women in law can contribute to shaping understandings of law, challenging and disrupting dominant gendered conceptions which portray women at the margins of law, and which contribute to maintaining gender injustices within the legal professions. In addition, portraits of women in law can make visible women who have been written out of legal history, reconceptualising law's past and potential future. portrayals of (male) lawyering, and stereotypes of the good man lawyer who will work long hours and network at unsociable times, and the uncommitted woman lawyer who has caring and domestic responsibilities which limit her professional working capacity. 45 The masculinity of law and lawyering is often reproduced within the law school. First, students are learning a subject which typically privileges men's interests over women's, denies and marginalises the harms women suffer, and reproduces women's oppression. 46 Secondly, law books, cases, and history are full of men, whereas the ways women have engaged with law and brought about legal and social changes have been at best overlooked and at worst intentionally disregarded. 47 Thirdly, the masculine culture of law schools 48 and the under-representation of women in academia, particularly in senior academic positions, contributes to reinforcing law students' notions that authority, masculinity, and law are intertwined. 49 More generally, the prevalence of men's violence against women on university 13 campuses and 'lad culture' 50 reproduce the gendered hierarchy which can be seen in law.
Consequently, it would be astonishing if law students were not affected by gender bias. 51 Indeed, as US judge Patricia McGowan Wald has said, discrimination in the legal profession 'all begins in law school'.
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As the next generation of people working with law, students should explore the biases and hierarchies of law and society, and oppressed groups' challenges to and changes in law should be recognised and celebrated. 53 Exhibiting portraits of women in law may be one means by which to do so. Peter Goodrich argues that the identity of the law school and 'the model of subject that it inculcates gains one of its most forceful and liminal of representations in the little examined and generally unremarked genre of portraits that line the walls, overhang the library, and stare down upon the students in the lecture theatres'. 54 The portraiture in law schools is therefore an important issue. It may be suggested that ensuring women in law are visually portrayed in law schools is becoming less significant. In the digital age, the circulation of images online and via other media is easy, instantaneous, and the volume is overwhelming. For example, as the number of women in the legal profession has increased so have photographic portraits which are commonly displayed on company and institutional websites, and other online pages. Indeed, corporate photographic portrait companies abound to support organisations in managing their corporate image. Students, therefore, will be seeing more images of women in law, and these images will play a role in representing, reinforcing, and shaping gendered ideas, values, roles and behaviours of lawyers.
However, the location and context of portraits influences their meanings and interpretations.
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There may be some general differences between digital and physical portraits which may make a difference to their meanings. For example, physical portraits give the impression of being less transient. While an online image is unlikely to disappear completely, it can easily be deleted from a particular site, and even if it shows on a different page it may not have the same significance or interpretation due to the different context of the webpage. As such, physical portraits may have more weight in terms of material and metaphorical presence. In addition, portraiture presented as artwork has 'cultural status' 56 which more corporate images may lack. This is also reinforced by historical associations of honour, value and significance with physical portraits displayed in public and institutional spaces. The educational environment of the law school can also give meaning to portraits of women, communicating women's significance in and value to law. More broadly, celebrating women in the visual culture of the law school may contribute to an educational environment in which women are valued equally to men, and in which gender-based violence may be taken seriously and addressed. likely to do so when they share another characteristic besides gender. 62 The second way to limit women's negative self-assessments is to avoid encouraging direct comparisons to a leading woman, for example by displaying images of leading women in the background environment. This was done in Latu et al.'s study in which they found that the women participants more positively evaluated their own performance and performed better in leadership tasks when exposed to the image of a woman (rather than the image of a man, or no image). 63 Men's performance and self-evaluation was not affected by either the men or women role models, probably because men have plenty of men role model exposure in general. 64 As such, women role models are important for women students, as is ensuring that the role models are diverse, such as by representing Black and minority ethnic women, and women with different cultural and religious backgrounds. Incorporating images of inspirational women into the visual culture of the law school may be an effective way of providing women students with role models.
Idolising the individual subject: an inescapable issue?
There is a potential problem with using portraiture to represent inspirational women and their contributions to changes in law, the legal profession, and the judiciary for the benefit of women and other oppressed groups. That is, the honouring and celebrating of particular individuals could distort 60 Hoyt and Simon, ibid. portraits of women in law may encourage students and others to see the power and importance of each individual woman, and to be blind to the networks, social context, histories, and other women which enabled each woman to influence the law or to take a prominent role in the legal profession.
While there is a connection between the individual subject and portraiture, it does not follow that Women of the Law project also aims to address the lack of ethnic diversity in university portraiture.
While the ethnic background of the subjects of portraits in university has not been fully investigated, the visual impression is that white men dominate the space. Indeed, for this reason the photographic exhibition 'Portraits of a Global Law School' at the Dickson Poon School of Law of 79 Freedom of Information response received 7 September 2016. 80 In addition, these 20 portraits are included in NU Women's artwork audit discussed above, making up nearly one third of the pieces of art which feature women displayed in the buildings sampled.
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King's College London celebrates diversity in broad terms. 81 It is described on the website in the following way:
'In celebrating the achievements of our alumni, students and staff from a diverse array of backgrounds, the School is working in support of the university's Race Equality Charter Mark.
Creating a space for an open dialogue between the School and its wider community is central to tackling prejudice and perceived barriers. The project functions, not just as an opportunity for individuals to tell their personal stories, but also for an understanding of the School's collective identity that goes beyond superficial categories of gender, race and ability.'
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It portrays 23 men and 37 women. 83 The trend, it seems, is for universities and law schools to hold and display more portraits of men, unless there has been a specific effort to increase the visual representation of women.
One of the reasons for the over-representation of men in university portraiture is that the subject is often a person who has who has occupied a senior leadership role, is a celebrated professor, or has a prominent public role and link to the university. Most often, people in these positions are men. represent women in law. As these are few and far between, and because of the difficulty in ascertaining what portraiture is exhibited at universities and in law schools, this snapshot suggests that, typically, little attention is given to the visual culture of the educational environment. As was argued in the previous section, the visual culture of law schools is important, and portraits of legal professionals can communicate who does law, how law is done, and the nature of law. 91 The next section explores the extent to which portraits of women in law can counter the dominance of men's portraiture and the masculinity of the law and legal profession through the Inspirational Women of the Law exhibition at Newcastle University.
THE INSPIRATIONAL WOMEN OF THE LAW EXHIBITION
The potential of portraits of women to portray the law and legal profession in ways which challenge dominant conceptions and representations is explored through the Inspirational Women of the Law project. This is the only portrait exhibition of women in law displayed in a UK law school.
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Inspirational Women of the Law is a collaboration between Newcastle Law School staff and students, and students from the Fine Art department. It was initiated and directed by Kathryn Hollingsworth and me, in response to the visual over-representation of men in law in general, and lack of representation of women on campus in particular. We also wanted the exhibition to promote a law school culture in which women are treated with respect, and any harassment, abuse or violence against women on campus is taken seriously and addressed, in light of widespread evidence to the 91 Goodrich, above n 54, p 835. 
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contrary. 93 The portraits have been on permanent display in Newcastle University Law School since they were first exhibited at the publically accessible campus Long Gallery between 5-14 March 2015.
The launch event saw nine high-achieving diverse women, some of whom are included in the exhibition, speaking about their experiences of working in and with the law. 94 The exhibition celebrates and promotes the achievements of the featured women as well as the work and lives of the many other women not portrayed but who are, in spirit, represented by the inspirational women. It also aims to inspire the next generation of women to study law, to practise law, to become law-makers and judges, and to recognise the power of the law to achieve social justice.
Choosing the subjects: representing diversity among women
Deciding how to best achieve the exhibition aims, and crucially, who would be the portrait subjects, was not an easy task. It was a collaborative effort by the project team, each member having a different perspective due to their different area of expertise. The co-directors, Kathryn
Hollingsworth and myself, keen for the portraits to meet the project goals; the researcher, undergraduate law student Aleksandra Wawrzyszczuk, aiming to find unique, inspirational, but not always well known women; the curator Gemma Herries, a local arts practitioner and Fine Art graduate of Newcastle University, was challenged to source images of the women found by the researcher which would create a cohesive, visually impactful exhibition; and the photographer, Fine
Art student Phoebe McElhatton, who would contribute new photographic portraits for the exhibition. We agreed the space and budget for thirteen photographic portraits, displayed with short 93 National Union of Students, above n 50. 94 You can see the speakers' profiles here: http://www.iwlaw.uk/about-the-event (accessed 5 February 2018).
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biographies of the women. 95 There would be a combination of existing and newly commissioned images, partly as we wanted to include women from history to highlight the women who have paved the way for women today, and partly to include living women who we would not be able to photograph, whether for practical and/or budgetary reasons. We agreed that the thirteen photographs should reflect the importance of representing Black and minority ethnic women, and should highlight different ways women have worked or engaged with law, and should represent women of different ages. Some of the women's achievements are local to the North of England (for example, Myrella Cohen, first woman barrister in Newcastle, the second Jewish woman QC (after Rose Heilbron) and the first woman QC in the North East), some are well known across the UK (for example, Lady Hale, the first woman judge in the House of Lords and then Supreme Court), and others work on an international level (such as Navi Pillay, United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights (2008 Rights ( -2014 , and the first non-white woman to be appointed a judge of the High Court in South Africa (1995)). Some subjects are well known to law students and the general public and campaigning for victims of gendered abuse and legal aid). It was important that we had diverse women represented to provide different role models, with whom we hoped more students would identify. We mostly chose women who were the first to perform a particular role or who achieved something particularly notable, and women who worked in the field of social justice, to inspire students to consider non-corporate careers and ways of working with law beyond the legal One of the factors limiting who could be included in the exhibition was the possibility of sourcing a suitable image. Our researcher and curator needed to source an existing image of a chosen woman and ascertain the right to reproduce it, or have the chosen woman agree to be photographed. The image also had to be of a certain quality so it could be printed at a large enough size for easy viewing in the law school corridors. It did not matter if there were other people in the background, but the subject of the photograph had to be only the inspirational woman (or women, in the case of Helena
Normanton and Rose Heilbron, the first two women King's (now Queen's) Counsels, who are in a photograph together). As the focus of the portraits is on the diversity of women in law, and because often we were limited by existing images, we decided that the styles of the photographs did not need to be similar: they could be in black and white or colour, they could be a head shot, a posed photograph, a documentary or candid photograph, and the woman did not need to be doing law work. Indeed, apart from our newly commissioned photographs, the portraits we all taken by different photographers, some of whom we contacted directly about their work, whereas other images were sourced from archives such as Getty Images. While we were not restricted by a desire for the portraits to be uniform, the limitations of sourcing a suitable image did affect who would be portrayed. Nevertheless, we did not feel this was problematic as the exhibition is not intended to highlight the only or the most inspirational women of law.
Creating the content: connecting different styles, different work, different lives
While we did not want all the women represented in their legal role, we did want to convey the different ways women have worked with law, the women's personalities, and indications of their personal lives. As such, we chose diversity in terms of styles, background, and content of the images. On the whole, the styles of the portraits are quite different to the traditional painted three-quarter or head and shoulder portraits which are commonly displayed around university campuses. It may be suggested that the Inspirational Women of the Law portraits have less authority and influence compared to the painted portrait because photographs may be less time-consuming to create and reproduce, whereas painted portraits are expensive and time consuming to create, purchase and hang. On the contrary, the ordinariness of photography may be a benefit of the exhibition. Rather than portraying the elite who have time and money with which viewers may not identify, the photograph may make common and seem possible the roles, achievements, and challenges to law made by the inspirational women. 101 In addition, an aim of the exhibition is to interrupt the dominant visual aesthetic, which is partly given effect to by diverse photographic styles. And in any event, photographic portraiture is becoming a common medium for institutional portraiture, and, Leslie Moran points out, the same visual codes and hierarchies of law in painted portraits are 32 reproduced in photographic judicial portraits. 102 As such, that Inspirational Women of the Law is a photographic exhibition does not limit its potential to challenge the authority and values of traditional law portraiture.
Also different to traditional portraits, the exhibition aims to reflect the social situation and connectedness of individuals, and to limit the potential individualisation of the subject which is common in portraiture, and which is embraced in the neo-liberal higher education sector. The portraits and accompanying texts thus draw attention to the private lives of the women as well as their notable role and influence in law. Who the woman is (and thus her background and private life)
can make a difference to what she has achieved in law, or how she came to law, or how she engages with law. That she is a woman also makes a difference. To showcase any inspirational woman of law and focus only on her public achievements, Rosemary Auchmuty points out, 'will miss significant aspects of a woman's life -even, perhaps, its very essence'. 103 In addition, the portraits are a collection -they are not random isolated individual photographs -and the project curator brought together the women's portraits through her framing and hanging choices. With the accompanying texts, the connections among women are made clear: the way women can pave the way for other women, and can work together to make changes in law, the legal system and society. For example, Helena Normanton's campaign for equality is considered to be a contributing factor in the passing of the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act 1919. This legislation removed the bar to women's entry into the legal profession, enabling the women portrayed who work in the legal profession to do so. In Vera Baird's biography accompanying her portrait it says she was inspired to study law as a child 
The limitations and lessons of portraits of women in law exhibitions
Displaying portraits of women on the walls may be a way for universities to envisage a 'quick win': a way to communicate the institution values diversity and to improve the corporate image, without making structural and more significance policy changes, which may be seen by senior management teams as costly and a limitation to the university's market competitiveness. 104 In this way, projects such as Inspirational Women of the Law could be co-opted by universities at the expense of other equality and diversity initiatives. There is also a question of whether the effectiveness of such a portrait exhibition is hampered if it is introduced because of equality and diversity targets and market-drivers, rather than for social justice goals. Not only can it be argued problematic as means may shape ends, but, Margaret Jane Radin argues, 'market rhetoric' enforces an 'inferior conception of human flourishing' which 'disables us from conceptualizing the world rightly'. 105 In practice, however, sometimes the 'business case' has to be put forward strategically in order to make any kind of change. And despite the limitations of this strategy, if the feminist and principled reasons are put forward at the same time and accepted, then they also become part of official documentation and language within the institution. 106 This may make it easier for policy and structural changes which benefit women in the university to be argued for and implemented.
Moreover, the Inspirational Women of the Law exhibition is an ongoing project which aims to improve and develop, and to inspire similar exhibitions. In terms of improvements, on reflection the exhibition could have drawn out more connections between the women and their work. For example, Cris McCurley has worked with women lawyers and activists at the Legal Action Group the Angelou Centre, the sister group of Southall Black Sisters of which Pragna Patel is a founding member and has directed. The exhibition could and should have done more to draw out the related histories, achievements and progress, working relationships, tensions, and friendships to challenge more strongly the potentially individualised reading of portraiture.
A smaller exhibition which sprang from the initial idea for Inspirational Women of the Law, and which was completed shortly after, clearly highlights the significance of connections and relationships between women in law. The portraits in this collection portray inspirational women with a connection to Newcastle University, including recent graduates, women awarded honorary degrees, former members of staff, and current members of staff, including women from the library and cleaning staff. Some of these portraits thus portray the 'unseen' and 'care' work that supports students and enables law work to be done, and some emphasise collegiality as some staff are 
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In addition, portraits of women of the law can highlight the different paths to law and different ways of engaging with law. While this is an explicit aim of the Inspirational Women of the Law project, it is likely to be the case -perhaps even necessarily so -where women in law are portrayed. Women have had to challenge formal and informal rules to participate within and to change the law; women have had to engage with law in less conventional ways to use it to their advantage. 108 Even Lady
Hale, the first woman judge in the House of Lords and Supreme Court, has a different background to the other Supreme Court Justices. She was an academic, wrote law books, and worked for the Law Commission before becoming a judge. Thus, women in law portraits can tell important stories of women's efforts to gain access to and to change the legal system and law. They can contribute to placing women in legal history, and making visible the women who have been influential in the legal profession and law.
